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Nearly seventy years have passed since the Assembly of the

1948 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

After the Second World War, the establishment of the united

Nations in 1945 was quickly followed by the adoption on 10 December

time, more than sixty human rights treaties and declarations have

been adopted by the united Nations alone. Australia is a party to

many of them. Most notably, it is a party to the International

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of 1966 and the First

Optional Protoc(jl to that Covenant which affords a right of

Australia, to be "guided by the principles" of the Declaration.

That Declaration committed the members of the League, including

the Rights of the Child which had been promulgated a year earlier

by the council of the Save the Children International union.
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individual complaint to the Human Rights Committee of the United 

Nations. There is already at least one such complaint before that 

committee, brought by Mr N Toonen of Tasmania in respect of the 

criminal laws of that State of Australia which still punish and 

stigmatize consensual adult homosexual conduct. Justice Elizabeth 

Evatt! a past-Chief Judge of the Family Court of Australia and now 

president of the Australian Law Reform Commission has been elected a 

member of the Human Rights Committee. 

The 1924 Declaration of Geneva! adopted by the League of 

Nations! became the basis for a somewhat expanded Declaration on 

the Rights of the Child which was adopted by the General Assembly 

of the United Nations in November 1959. It was this text which 

stimulated the initiative to draft a convention. Such a convention 

would translate the general principles of the Declaration into 

international law, binding at least upon the States parties to the 

convention after it came into force. 

The actual proposal for a convention originated in an 

initiative of the Government of Poland in 1978. 2 Its objective 

was to have a convention adopted in 1979. This was the year which 

had been designated as the International Year of the Child. The 

urgency proved a too bold an ambition. Nevertheless, the General 

Assembly of the United Nations in 1978 urged the Commission on Human 

Rights to give priority to discussion of such a proposed convention. 

It was in this context that the Commission established a working 

group. The working group met intermittently over the ensuing 

decade. It operated by consensus. At no time during its work was 

any proposal put to a vote. 3 This resulted in the abandonment 

of many proposals, notwithstanding a clear majority for them on the 

committee. The breakthrough carne when East-West relations improved. 

It was stimulated by the completion of the drafting of the 
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The second problem concerned freedom of religion. The Islamic

participants, notwithstanding article 14 of the International

covenant on Civil and political Rights objected successfully to the

provision by which a child should have the right to choose a

religion.
The third problem arose from certain references to adoption.

The fourth concerned the age at which children should be permitted to

take part in armed conflict. Most participants wanted this to be

fixed at 18 years. However, upon the insistence of a number of Asian

states, it was dropped to 15 years.

with these compromises and deletions the text of the convention

was adopted by the General Assembly on the recommendation of the

Commission on Human Rights and ECOSOC on 20 November 1989.

To come into force as part of international law, it was

necessary that there be lodged 20 instruments of ratification. The

twentieth instrument was deposited on 2 September 1991. Shortly

before that date, on 22 August 1991, after a great deal of pUblic

controversy, Australia, under the hand of Dr peter wi1enski (then

Ambassador to the united Nations) signed the Convention. 5 It

has now been. ratified by 32 Commonwealth count~ies.6 It has

attracted ratifications from about two-thirds of the membership of

the United Nations.? At the Second World Human Rights

Conference in Vienna in June 1993 UNICEF (the UN Children's Fund)

convention Against Torture in 1984. It was encouraged by a major

contribution by non-governmental organisations.
4

There were four major problems which had to be hammered out.

The first was the definition of the "child" including when life

begins (at conception or birth) and when childhood ends. This

problem was ultimately solved by a decision to delete mention of the

"minimum age" in article 1.
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launched an appeal for the ratification of the Convention by all

countries by 1995. It pointed out that 1.5 million children had been

killed over the past decade in wars, 4 million had been injured, 15

million were living in refugee camps. Some 12 millions children were

said to be homeless.

The Convention has been described as "the most complete

statement of children's rights ever made and '" the first to give

those rights the force of international law". 8 Children

constitute about a half of the world's population. But they carry a

disproportionate share of hardship, deprivation and abuse. According

to one estimate about 155 million children under the age of five

years in developing countries live in absolute poverty. Millions,

including many in Western countries f such as Australia, are

maltreated, neglected and facing problems of drug use and sexual

abuse. 9 Such statistics are numbing to the mind Behind them

lie young members of humanity who must wonder about their predicament

and sometimes doubt the advantages of its existence.

THE AUSTRALIAN CONTROVERSY

During the long period as the Convention was being drafted,

nobody outside the charmed circle of experts paid much attention to

it. Few even knew of its existence. But when, at last, the

Convention was finalised and presented to nations for signature

and ratification, there was a great outcry in some circles in

Australia opposing the proposal that Australia should ratify the

Convention.

Some of the opposition was voiced upon grounds familiar- enough

to most Australians, namely the Federal nature of the Australian

Constitution. Under that Constitution, most (but by no means all)

matters pertaining to child welfare and children's rights are

governed (as in the United States) by State law and by the common
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One Australian lawyer, Mr Charles Francis QC of Melbourne,

They feared what they saw as the

libertarian ideas and the undermining of Christian values. Given the

laW. It was therefore feared by some critics that, by dint of

ratification of the Convention the Federal compact established by

the Australian Constitution would be undone or altered without the

protective safeguard of the referendum process which is required to

authorise changes to the text of the Constitution. 10

The other source of opposition was from certain church groups

"Much of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child is_,
of course, unobjectionable but it seems to me that there
are five Articles which create grave problems, namely
Articles 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16. These Articles will
prove a panacea for spoilt brats in the future Western
world, which will make it impossible for many parents to
exercise proper control or discipline over their
children, and will tend to place teachers in a far more
dominant position in the determination of the destinies
of children. In the final analysis, many of the
decisions of parents as to how their children should be
brought up will, in future, be determined ultimately not
by the parents themselves, not necessarily by teachers
but by the bureaucrats in Canberra."

and religious organisations.

erosion of family rights in respect of children, the adoption of

group by representatives of countries with fundamentalist Islamic

governments, it should not have been surprising that there would have

been some Christian groups, with a like or similar fundamentalist

concerns that had already been voiced in the united Nations working

approach, who might object to the Convention. So it proved.

attacked the Australian signature of the Convention for the legal

effect which he feared it might bring: 11

A similar view was expressed by Mrs Valerie Renkerna, National

Secretary of the Australian Family Association. 12 She declared

the Convention a threat to family privacy. She was unconvinced

that there was sufficient protection for parental rights in Article 5

of the Convention. That Article states:
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States parties shall respect the responsibilities, rights
and duties of parents .. , to provide in a manner
consistent with the evolving capacities of the child,
appropriate direction and guidance in the exercise by the
child of the rights recognised in the present
convention. "

She asked who would determine what is "appropriate" - State agencies,

the Ombudsman, the child or the parent? Furthermore, she objected to

the deletion of the explicit right to life of the unborn child which f

she declared, was "the most fundamental of all rights".

You will have observed that it appears to have been accepted by

these and like critics that the Convention, once adopted and

ratified by Australia, would have immediate force of law.

Justifying the commitment of the Government to ratify the

Convention, the then Prime Minister, Mr R J L Hawke, stressed its

symbolic value and the commitment which the Government had to the

Convention. He stressed that it recognised the:

". .. central and crucial place of the family as the
fundamental unit of society. ,,13

He went on:

"I can assure you that no caring parent or guardian need
fear that the convention will diminish in any way their
traditional role. The convention has been endorsed by a
wide range of non-government and community organisations
working on behalf of children both in Australia and
overseas. For example, among Church groups, the Catholic
Bishops of Australia and the Social Responsibility
Committee of the Uniting Church have expressed their
support of the Convention." 14

In the face of the campaign of opposition, the Deputy President

of the Human.Rights and Equal Opportunity commission (Mr Brian

Burdekin) hastened to point out that the Convention on the Rights

of the Child, whilst crear.inq new·--legal obligations binding on

AUstralia (and possible opportunities for increased Federal

-- 6 -
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BRINGING AUSTRALIAN LEGISLATION INTO LINE

As often happens in a country such as Australia, the

ofnumberamobilised

In fact, the only supervision is

Conventiontheof

There is nothing in the Convention similar to themechanism.

committee established to receive individual complaints under the

provided by the United Nations' Committee on the Rights of the Child.

Reflecting the same view a distinguished commentator on the

International Covenant.

responsibility) lacked any standing international monitoring

Ustate parties accept the duty to submit regular reports
directly to the Committee on the steps they have taken to
put the Convention into effect and on progress
regarding implementation of children's rights. These
reports are made pUblic and given wide national
distribution. However, despite the encouragement of
Amnesty International to enshrine a right of individual
petition, this was not included and so the committee is
only able to report on progress made by States parties
and to be a diplomatic channel through which States can
request technical advice and assistance in protecting the
rights of the child. In other words, there are no
specific international law sanctions for breaches of the
Convention. It may not therefore be a route of
redress for the impatient!"

Convention, Dr Rose D'Sa of the United Kingdom, drew the defect

of this machinery to the notice of the 10th Commonwealth Legal

Convention in Nicosia, Cyprus in May 1993: 15

ratification

non-governmental organisations concerned to further its objects. A

Children'S Rights Coalition was established in February 1992 by

delegates to a National Conference on implementing the Convention

in Australia. That conference convened in Adelaide. The Working

Party accepted a mission to collaborate and co-ordinate activities on

implementing .the Convention in Australian law and practice; to

promote, monitor and report on compliance with its guarantees; to

pursue the establishment of Children's Corrunissioners in all

juriSdictions; and to promote sub-branches. Involved in the work of
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provisions, Federal and State, Which, it says, contravene, or do not

The Coalition report lists a large number of legislative

theunder

Thus, Professor

obligationsitstopursuant

Another typical way is by enhancement of the

report

"The community have heard enough rhetoric about respect
for the families and children: it was time to do
something. Australia should have filed its first report
... Why must it take a photograph of a battered or dead
toddler to shake our complacence? There are hundreds of
deprived, sUffering and alienated children in this
country and there will be thousands more unless we
respond honestly to the research documented in the
findings of this report. ,,16

jurisdiction of the Australian Human Rights and Equal opportunity

Commission tQ receive and investigate complaints of suggested

derogations from conformity to a convention. Such complaints can

sometimes lead to administrative reforms, changes of official

practice and proposals for legislative amendment which produce

first

Conventions.

Convention. 16 Ms Rayner observed:

the coalition were representatives of Aboriginal and Torres Strait

Islander children's interests, leading child welfare and equal

opportunity officials. Ms Moira Rayner, Victorian commissioner for

Equal opportunity became the convenor.

In March 1993 the report of the coalition Where Rights are

Wronged was published. It castigated the Australian Government for

failing to meet the January 1993 deadline for the delivery of its

meet, the standards laid down by th~ Convention. There have been

other, similar examinations of Australian law and practice, tested

against the requirements of the Convention.

Terry Carney, in a very detailed paper has examined the laws of the

State of Victoria and has come up with a mixed report card. 1S

This is a typical way by which domestic law is brought into

compliance with the standards laid down by international
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Australian Aboriginal children. By the imposition of a mandatory

administrative official, it probably breached Article 12.

,i

,~,

The immediatetreaty obligations assumed by the Convention.

providing for an indeterminate sentence with a review by an

sentence, the Act probably fails to ensure the paramountcy of pursuit

of the best interests of the child as required by Article 3. By

procedure would undoubtedly impinge with particularity upon

For example, Article 2 requires that there be no discrimination of

point to be made is that the Convention afforded a useful tool in

the necessary pressure to bring Australian legislation back into

any kind. Yet the Act provided for sentencing of some children under

an Act other than the Children I s court Act. The differential

The critics of this legislation were able to invoke in their

pressure for change the international convention: drawing attention

to the departure of the statute from accepted global principles. An

All Party Federal Parliamentary Committee reported that it was

opposed to the Western Australian legislation, amongst other reasons,

because it wo~ld bring Australia into breach of its international

crimes by juveniles that ended in a tragedy. The Act breached a

number of Articles in the Convention on the Rights of the Child.

against this discriminatory piece of legislation. Its genesis arose

in the nature of the media coverage which followed a small number of

that of the Australian section of the International Commission of

Jurists and many judges and other community leaders protesting
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A NEW ROLE FOR THE AUSTRALIAN COURTS
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haul, to accept internatronal obligations which it does nothing to
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legislative change and a~teration of administrative practice, the

is) a departure from an tnternational convention which Australia
1

has ratified will ordin~rily be cured. It may take time, even

years. But it is not usual for Australia, at least over the long

There is however·' another, newer, and quite interesting

development which needs:to be noted. I refer to the application by

the domestic courts of the principles of international law enshrined

in a ratified treaty.

The traditional view, adopted by cornmon law countries which

derived their legal tradition from England (as distinct from the

United States) is tha~'international law is not, as such, part of

domestic law. In 1948, Justice Dixon of the High Court of Australia

standards of the Convention on the Rights of the Child will corne

into force in Australia's domestic law.

administrative practice. In a democratic, open and accountable
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convention would ultimately have on our statute law and

were probably (in some cases at least) based upon the misapprehension

that ratification would automatically bring the Convention into

operation as part of Australia'S domestic law, they were almost

certainly right in judging the likely long-term effect which the

state politicians and officials is also the possibility that the

Federal parliament might feel obliged, and constitutionally enabled,

to step in to remedy the breach.
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endorsement of the Federal Parliament for the ratification of a

Even where the Executive Government controls the Lower House of
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Australian practice of often seeking the approval or

expressed the view that Blackstone's opinion in his Commentaries

that the law of nations was part of the law of the land was now

regarded as being "without foundation" . 19 To the same effect

Legislation is typically made, under our system of government, by

convention.

elected parliaments with the assent of the Crown. In that way both

was the opinion of the present Chief Justice of Australia in 1982

~hen he called attention to the difference in this regard of our law

when contrasted with that of the United States [and he might have

added of most civil law countries] where treaties are self-executing

and create rights and liabilities without the need for specific local

"it" 201eg1s a lon.

The reason for this dichotomy of lawmaking may be explained.
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the Executive Government and the legislature take part in the

process. Treaties, on the other hand, are typically made on behalf

of the country in the name of the Executive Government (or Crown
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Federal Parliament, it rarely commands both. Thus, the mere fact

that the Executive approves a convention does not mean that

Parliament necessarily does so. This has provided a reason for a
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undermine rights previously thought to be generally belonging to the

States. It did so as long ago as 1937 in an appeal from

Canada. 21 The same view was expressed in Australia when

Feder~l legislation was-enacted to give~fJect to the International

convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial

Discrimination. However, the majority of the High Court of

Australia held otherwise. 22 Their approach has been endorsed

many times since.

These issues are not entirely academic. In Australia r for more

than two decades, there has been a debate about the adoption of a

constitutional bill of rights. Australia is now one of the few

countries with a written constitution not to have a general Charter

of Rights. But the fact remains that the last major endeavour to

add certain rights to the Constitution by referendum in 1988 failed

dismally. Only 33% of the population voting (and none of the States)

Australians remaincould be persuaded to support the idea.

impenitently committed to a Federal pOlity with a high measure of

Parliamentary sovereignty. The foregoing are reasons for caution in

the adoption of basic rights by stealth where the people have

declined the direct method of doing so.

Nevertheless, there is a growing body of legal opinion which

endorses the notion that jUdges, in their inescapable, creative

law-making function, may utilise international law. They may do so

in the development of the cornman law where there is no precedent

binding upon them apt for the case in hand. They may also do so in

the interpretation of ambiguous legislation so as to ensure that it

conforms, as ~ar as possible, to their country's obligations under

international law. These principles were adopted by a group of

Commonweal th lawyers at Bangalore in India in 1988. 23 They

have been reaffirmed since then by similar meetings held in Harare,
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Banjul, Abuja and at Balliol College, Oxford. What is more

important, the Bangalore Principles have gathered an increasing

number of judicial affirmations, including in the High Court of

Australia, the Family Court of Australia and my own court, the Court

of Appeal of New South Wales. These three courts are, by far, the

busiest appellate jurisdictions in the country. The High Court is

the Federal Supreme Court of Australia.

'r have elsewhere described the course which this process of the

utilisation of international law in domestic jUdicial work has

taken. 24 In a series of cases, international law, particUlarly

the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, has

been invoked at a critical point in my own reasoning to explain why I

prefer one development of the common law to another, one application

to a different one or one construction of a statute to the

alternative urged on the court. 2S Sometimes the point can be

quite important. Thus in a recent application of the confiscation of

the proceeds of crime legislation it was certainly a significant aid

to my construction of the legislation to take into account the

fundamental rights provided by law under the International Covenant

on Civil and Political Rights. 26 The Australian legislation

had to be construed against the backdrop of those rights which (in

large measure at least) reflect the fundamental rights of the common

law: being both an attribute of universal human rights common to all

legal systems and expressed in an international instrument in the

development of which Anglophone lawyers played a leading part.

A typical illustration of the way in which a Convention

expressing in~ernational law may be used in analogous reasoning for

the development of the common law is the decision in which I

participated in Gradidge v Grace Bros Fty Leo" ted. 27 That

was a case in which a judge had ordered an interpreter of a deaf mute
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desirable that "the [Australian] common law should so far as possible

l4.3(a) and (fl of the Covenant. I stated that those provisions

I mentioned, in

It was, in my view,

covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

are now part of customary international law.

be in harmony with such provisions".

Justice Samuels said this: 28

"For present purposes it is essential to balance what
procedural fairness requires in circumstances such as
this against the necessity to permit a trial judge to
retain the ultimate command of order and decorum in his
or her court. It seems to me that the principle which
applies is clear enough: it must be that any party who
is unable (for want of some physical capacity or for lack
of knowledge of the language of the court) to understand
what is happening must, by the use of an interpreter, be
placed in the position which he or she could be if those
defects did not exist. The task of the interpreter in
short is to remove any barriers which prevent
understanding or communication ... The principles to
which I have referred so far as criminal proceedings are
concerned is acknowledged by the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights ... which is now to be
found as part of Schedule 2 to the Human Rights and Equal
Opportunity Commission Act 1986 (Cth). /I

particular, in criticising an earlier decision in Australia about the

entitlement to an interpreter, the provisions of Article 14.1,

50 both Justice Samuels and I referred to the International

. International law, in this way, became a touchstone and a

sti~ulus for our decision. There was no binding authority on the

point. There was no common law which decided it. The relevant rule

about interpreter had to be fashioned by the judges. The case might

just as easily have arisen in respect of a child as of a deaf mute.

Thus, under the International Convention on the Rights of the

- to cease interpretation of exchanges between the judge and counsel.

The mute remained in court. She was the applicant in a workers'

compensation case. The judge refused to proceed when the interpreter

declined to cease interpretation of the proceedings as directed. The

Court of Appeal unanimously held that the jUdge had erred. In doing

I 
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Before I embarked upon my odyssey of pursuit of this idea the

Commission of Jurists l his Honour went on:

child, the High Court drew upon international law for defining the

- 15 -

Had the Convention been in force and had a

referring to the report of the British Section of the International

"Regardless ... of whether the rationale of the prima
facie rights and authority of the parents is expressed in
terms of a trust for the benefit of the child, in terms
of the right of both parent and child to the integrity of
family life or in terms of the natural instincts and
functions of an adult human being l those rights and
authority have been properly recognised as fundamental.
See eg Universal Deelaration of Human Rights Arts 12, 16,
25(2) and 26(3).3

Child express provision is made for the right to an interpreter

where needed. 29

child been involved I the Court could I I believe, have invoked that

convention to help it to the conclusion which reason and

commonsense - the great wellsprings of the common law - seemed anyway

to dictate. In this waYI international law reinforces I stimulates

and underlines the modern application of the common law.

rights of a parent to take part in proceedings affecting such

custody. Justice Deane stated that the interests of the parent in

such proceedings were not merely' indirect or derivative. After

In the .Family Court of Australia, in a case involving a

proposed hysterectomy operation upon an intellectually disabled girl,

the Chief Justice reviewed international authority, mentioned my

opinions and referred to the applicable international convention, the

High Court of Australia had l from to timel adopted a somewhat similar

view in several cases. In one l concerned with the custody of a

In the current environment I do not doubt that were that case being

decided today reference would be made to the provisions of the

International Convention on the Rights of the Child in clarifying

the elaboration of the common law of Australia.
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went to the High Court of Australia.

long-held

Thus in Mabo v

thereversedcourtHighthe

"The expectations of the international community accord
... with the contemporary values of the Australian
people. The opening up of international remedies to
individuals pursuant to Australia's accession to the
Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights brings to bear on the common law the
powerful influence of the Covenant and the international
standards it imports. The common law does not
necessarily conform with international law, but
international law is a legitimate and important influence
on the development of the common law, especially when
international law declares the existence of universal
human rights."

Decisions since Mabo have shown no evidence of resiling from its·

important step forward. 40

it has followed a path similar to that which the English courts have

He was there in dissent. But his orders prevailed when the matter

"Contrary to what I said in In re Jane ... I now think it
is strongly arguable that the existence of human rights
set out in the relevant instrument, defined as they are
by reference to them, have been recognised by the
Parliament as a source of Australian domestic law by
reason of this legislation [the Human Rights and Equal
opportunity Actj.,,32

Declaration on the Rights of Mentally Retarded Persons. 31

Chief Justice Nicholson concluded:

been taking in contemporaneous litigation. 33

The High Court of Australia has, even more recently, moved

steadily towards embracing the new doctrine on the relationship

between Australia's domestic law and international law. In doing so,

understanding of Australian common law. It decided that a form of

native title of the Australian Aboriginals was recognised by the

common law. It exploded the previous doctrine of terra nullius.

Justice Brennan (writing with the concurrence of Chief Justice Mason

and Justice McHugh) said, in a critical passage: 39

Queensland38
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~QNCLUSIONS: USING NEW TOOLS

The result of this analysis is clear enough. The acceptance by

Australia of the Declaration on the Rights of the Child and its

ratification of the Convention of that name does not, as such,

import either instrument into Australia's domestic law. In this

regard our position is no different from that of the United Kingdom,

Canada, New Zealand and other Commonwealth countries. But the

Convention is undoubtedly now part of international law. It

binds Australia as a nation state. Before the international

community our country is accountable for compliance with the

obligations it has accepted. It will be no excuse that the legal

subject in question is conventionally part of the responsibility of

State law-making authorities. This is especially so in Australia as

the High Court has made it clear that, in most cases at least, such

default may be corrected by the Federal Parliament so long as what

was involved was a true matter of international concern amongst the

nations and peoples external to Australia.

There are many ways in which the Convention will stimulate

and affect Australia's domestic law. One way is by the processes of

a free community pushing and prodding politicians and bureaucrats,

now with the added forensic tool of the Convention which states

the applicable international law. But the new way is provided by the

techniques of the cornmon law. Increasingly, I believe that our

jUdges will seek to be informed upon applicable principles of

international law, especially where these have been accepted in

treaties ratified by Australia. After Hiroshima it is the privilege

of lawyers and jUdges to seek out and to contribute to a developing

harmony between international and rnunicipa~ law. There are many

examples where this can be done as<>.the case of the mute and the

interpreter show.
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thereafter published, presents a probable breach of the right of

tablets in the sky to a living daily impact on our laws that is

I make no conunent on the

and lawyers should therefore familiarize . themselves with this

important development. Once they are aware of it, they will need to

necessary if a true new world legal order is to be build founded on

complaint or on the meaning of the Article. 41 I simply point

to the kind of case where the modern techniques of the conunon law set

children to have their privacy respected as enshrined in Article

law. In this way, international law will be brought down from the

released by orders of the Supreme Court judges to the media, and

ManY of the complaints in the report of the National Children's

Rights Coalition could quite easily be remedied without legislation.

Simply by decision of courts helped to their conclusion by judges and

lawyers who are knowledgeable about relevant principles of

international law. To take one as an example. . It is complained that

in Western Australia, although the legislation provides for a closed

Children's Court, reports of the names of children sometimes being

All lawyers, Australian and otherwise, judges and advocates,

should accept the challenge which is inherent in the Bangalore

Principles, adopted in the case of Gradidge and endorsed by

Justice Brennan in Mabo. And a good place to start will be in

the vital area of safeguarding the rights of children. In large

measure I believe Australian law already conforms to the convention

on the Rights of the Child. But where it does not, it is the duty
".

of jUdges and lawyers within the law, to bring our domestic law and

40(2)(b)(vii) of the Convention.

become more familiar with applicable principles of international

the basic principles of universal human rights accepted by

international law.
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